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iX Cameras announces new customer wins in China
iX Cameras of Woburn, MA and Rochford, UK, a leading developer and manufacturer of high-speed imaging
cameras, announces recent sales success in China. Everlight Electronics Co., BSH Company, and Donghua University
recently selected i-SPEED 7 series cameras for their advanced scientific testing applications, including product
deformation analysis, electrostatic spin technology development, and high-speed SEM bonding technologies. In
addition, Samsung Electronics (Suzhuo) recently selected the i-SPEED 3 series cameras for advanced production
line and industrial inspection.
These recent sales demonstrate continued growth of high-speed video as a non-contact technology option for
advanced research applications, and the appeal of iX Cameras’ state-of-the-art camera technology. Many of these
research applications require the unprecedented combination of the zoom-in 3.1M Pixel resolution and 26 GPixel
recording speed. Once reserved only for government-sponsored ballistics test houses, these high-end, feature-rich
high-speed video cameras are now becoming prevalent staples in company research laboratories worldwide.
Peter Carellas, President and CEO of iX Cameras said, "These recent successes in China validate our growth
strategy for iX. We invested heavily in the i-SPEED 7 Series to create a line of ultra-fast, powerful cameras that, for
the first time, are affordable by engineers and researchers worldwide. The continued growth of iX Cameras is
further proof that our combination of technology and ease-of-use is a market winner. As video grows in popularity
as an applied scientific tool, our cameras will gain adoption as tools for studying the newest technical
achievements. I welcome Samsung, Everlight, Donghua University and BSH to the ever growing fraternity of iX
customers.”
About iX Cameras
iX Cameras is a cutting-edge technology and product leader in the field of high-speed (slow motion) imaging. iX
manufactures and sells various models of ultra-fast cameras for advanced scientific research applications, ranging
from our state-of-the-art i-SPEED 7 Series 26GPixel/second camera to cameras for industrial applications and lifesciences research. Thousands of i-SPEED brand cameras were developed and sold by Olympus until the spinoff of
the product development group in 2014. Today, the same heralded development team from Olympus, combined
with new camera and software industry veterans, continues to innovate state-of-the-art i-SPEED cameras under
the iX Cameras name, always keeping the Olympus legacy of quality.
i-SPEED cameras have won numerous design and innovation awards, including the coveted Queen’s Award for
technical achievement in the UK. Sales, service and support of all i-SPEED camera models can be obtained from
regional offices located in the United States, United Kingdom, China and India.
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